Spatial scale interactions and image statistics.
In natural scenes and other broadband images, spatial variations in luminance occur at a range of scales or frequencies. It is generally agreed that the visual image is initially represented by the activity of separate frequency-tuned channels, and this notion is supported by physiological evidence for a stage of multi-resolution filtering in early visual processing. The question whether these channels can be accessed as independent sources of information in the normal course of events is a more contentious one. In the psychophysical study of both motion and spatial vision, there are examples of tasks in which fine-scale structure dominates perception or performance and obscures information at coarser scales. It is argued here that one important factor determining the relative salience of information from different spatial scales in broadband images is the distribution of response activity across spatial channels. The special case of natural scenes that have characteristic 'scale-invariant' power spectra in which image contrast is roughly constant in equal octave frequency bands is considered. A review is presented of evidence which suggests that the sensitivity of frequency-tuned filters in the visual system is matched to this image statistic, so that, on average, different channels respond with equal activity to natural scenes. Under these conditions, the visual system does appear to have independent access to information at different spatial scales and spatial scale interactions are not apparent.